
WORMS

**About WORMS**

WORMS is a popular multiplayer strategy game in which players fight each other as worms. The

aim of the game is to eliminate all worms of the opposing team.

The mobile game WORMS allows you to play the award-winning and popular strategy game

Worms on your smartphone or tablet. Here you can enjoy the same popular gameplay as the

original game, a control system that has been optimally adapted to smartphones and tablets and

the familiar graphics of the classic game. As in the original games, in WORMS your task is to

eliminate all worms of the opposing team. For this you have numerous weapons such as shotguns

or bombs available. You can either play WORMS alone and play over 50 challenges or compete

against friends or other players from all around the world in multiplayer mode.

**WORMS - Features:** 

- Experience the popular gameplay: The mobile game WORMS convinces by the fact that it has the

same popular gameplay as the original games. You control a worm whose goal is to kill all worms

of the opposing team. The game is a turn-based strategy game, which means that each player is

allowed to act with one worm per round. During the turn, you can move your worm or shoot at your

opponents with weapons. Here are numerous weapons such as shotguns, bombs or bazookas

available. You can also perform special actions which allow you e.g. to dig a tunnel or teleport

yourself. Think strategically, make your way across the hilly area and destroy as many enemy

worms as possible.

- Master Challenges: There are more than 50 exciting challenges available in the app. If you

complete a challenge successfully, you can unlock helpful items that you can use in your next

duel.

- Experience new environments: The duels can be played in six different environments. As the

battlefields are randomly generated for each duel, you will always experience a varied and exciting

duel.

- Multiplayer: If you use the app's Bluetooth multiplayer mode, you have the option to challenge up

to four of your friends. Connect via Bluetooth, control your worms and find out who has the best

strategy and survives.

Conclusion: WORMS is an absolute classic game that has inspired players for many years. The

mobile game WORMS combines the popular gameplay of the original with innovative features

such as the Bluetooth multiplayer mode.


